
SUBJECT  - ENGLISH

Detailed Planning (Horizontal)for Class VII

Session 2015-2016

For the Concepts & Skills Learning Outcomes Instructional Tools & Pedagogy

Month Concepts References

March Save wild Life Sensitivity towards nature

Topic  Tigers Forever Global warming Ruskin bonds other works

Endangered and extinct species Our trees still grow in…. Dictionary

Classes reqd About the poet Room on the roof Text Book Discussion

-3 SKILLS present position of Tigers Internet:www.kids for tigers.org

Literary devices in the world Concept formation

Rhyming scheme

Concept mapping

Vocabulary

Slumber

crouch

caverns

PARAGRAPH WRITING creativity framing a good paragraph reference book Discussion

reading skills formation of sentences

Classes reqd framing of sentences improvement of writing skills dictionary

2 vocabulary enhancement

framing  a good paragraph thinking power.

Concept of maintaining a sequence creativity Brain Storming

 unity.

vocabulary enhancement.

proper sequence Concept Formation

Growing up ●Adolscence ●Delicate age group Text Book Discussion



*I bet you cant. ●Good & Bad effects ●How to manage our emotions Dictionary

*Living with Beeji of watching T.V. ●Proper usage of leisure Internet In-text Questions 

*Exactly right ●Respect care and ●Self-Control

Classes Reqd   care of elders.

10 ●Importance of New Words

education ●Grumpily

●Emotions ●Muttering

●Fiddling

●Astouned

SKILLS ●Perks

Recitation ●Sledding

Reading

Writing



Activity/Assignment/Projects/ Assessment Formative /

Research Summative

Assessment

search for web site Syllabus

www.kidsfor tigers.org

Five other rhyming words Recitation  Recitation

Themaitic jingle Para-phrasing Dictation

Extra  question PPT 

write a paragraph in about  120

 words on any of thegiven  topics" Think Green"framing of summative

 Season 'The Spring', Tulip garden   sentences. assessment.

vocabulary. paragraph on any

thought process given topic.

expression (10 marks)

fluency

●Role play(living with Beeji) ●Recitation FA FA



●Character Dictation Dictation

Assignment:  Sketch PPT PPT

●Character Sketch of Beeji Nandu Recitation Recitation

and Vandita

●Diary entry SA SA

Imagine you are Nandu and Intext-Questions Intext-Questions

 you have been left with your Character Sketch Character Sketch

grandmother by your parents. 

Write your feelings in a diary entry

in not more than 60-80 words.


